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Here you can find the menu of Pho Xuan Restaurant in Calgary. At the moment, there are 18 menus and drinks
on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Natalie Khan likes about Pho

Xuan Restaurant:
Very good beef noodle soup broth. Very quick (a little too quick) with food orders. Our spring rolls and pho came

out almost instantly after placing our order which is somewhat questionable if its been pre-cooked and sitting
under a lamp. Service is them taking your order and bringing your food, expect nothing more. The place is

spacious but looks dated and the walls need cleaning. But if you love a good pho bowl, th... read more. The
rooms on site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. A

visit to Pho Xuan Restaurant is particularly valuable due to the large range of coffee and tea specialties, In
addition, numerous visitors look forward to enjoying traditional Vietnamese meals with the perfect hint of

Southeast Asian flavor during a visit at the Pho Xuan Restaurant. The meals are prepared according to typical
Asian style, The creative fusion of different dishes with fresh and occasionally daring ingredients is highly valued

by the customers - a nice example of Asian Fusion.
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Noodl� Soup
BEEF NOODLE SOUP

Ho� drink�
TEA

Drink�
DRINKS

Appet�er�
SATAY

SPRING ROLLS

10 m�� popular
SHAKE

ORIGINAL

P�z�
SPICY

PIZZA SPECIAL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

NOODLES

SALAD

SOPES

Ingredient� Use�
ONION

MEAT

BEEF

FRUIT

AVOCADO
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Opening Hours:
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Wednesday 09:00 - 21:00
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